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KEY FLOW is essentially a card game that

uses the mechanics of 'draft" as its base

and is obviously a "spin-off" of the game

KEY FLOWER of the same designers (Breese

and Bleasdale): we come back again on the

"County of Keydom" and our task is to help

our village to grow and prosper. The game

can be played by 2 to 6 gamers and lasts

between 60 and 90 minutes (depending on

their nr.rmber).

fect the lreart of KEY FLOW and should be

divided in six different decks: (a) - Starting

buildings (6 cards); (b) - Shops (6); (c) -
Spring cards (36, of which 12 are"K" cards);

(d) - Summer (42, with 12 "K"); (e) - Autumn
(42, with 12"K"); (f) -Winter (60, with 30"K").

Their use will be explained later.

We find also tlre usual 'bctagonal cylinders"

used in near almost the Breese/Bleasdale

of players (some cards mr-tst be sorted and

placed back in the box), then you have to

divide each of them in "standard" and "K"

cards (the later showing the available build-

ings). Then you place all the tokens on the

table leaving enough space in front ofeach

player to let him develop his village. See pic-

ture 2 - Set up for 4 players..
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A change on the "Keydom series": cards and droft are

the merhonks usedforthis game and everything

works well, but on a lower levelthan KEY |L0WER

Then a starting card (Home building) is

given to each player, together with 6 Spring

cards and 5 "Winter K cards": finally, all the

A CARD GAME ON A BUCOLIC LANDSCAPE

The box has a lot of components and a few

cardboard dividers to keep in order all the

materials, but I suggest using some small

plastic bags to pack each type separately

and therefore to help the storage and the

future set-up ofthe game.

The cards unfortunately are not of standard

dimensions (49x93 mm) and it is not easy

to find the right transparent sleeves, but it

is strongly recommended to find them as

tlrey are intensely used. The cards are in ef-
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games: in KEY FLOW they represent the dif-

ferent resources: lron (40 pieces), Wood (40),

Stone (40) and Gold (60). Finally, we have

some tiles (abilities and intprovements) and

a bunch of"keyple"tokens (renrember that

"keyple" means "workers" in Keydom). All

the components are of good quality, but try

to protect the cards anYwaY.

The set-up of KEY FLOW is a bit laborious as

you have to prepare the different card decks

(one per season) depending on the number

"K" cards are added to their season's deck

and well mixed. We are now ready to go.

Before starting the game, players should

carefully look at the "Winter K Cards" that

they received as they are a sort of'bbjec-

tives" and may be important to direct your

game, at least initially. lf, for example, you

got a "K" card that maY give You 7 VP for

each couple of 'tow and gold"you should

try to collect as much cows as possible dur-

ing the game and to build factories to pro-

duce or convert gold, and so on.
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Example Spring cards - first row buildings,

second row standard cards,

Another important warning: the "produc-

tion" buildings may be found only in the

"spring" and "summer" decks, while in Au-

tumn the players will find many "storage"

buildings while in Winter most of the cards
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are 'bbjectives'l Therefore, in the first two

turns the players sl.rould try to get as many

production buildings as possible in order

to be able to produce e regular flow of re-

sources during the comPlete game.

All that said let's come back to the table:

we left the time to the players to examine
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their "K" cards and we may start the "Spring

draft": each player select one of his spring

cards and place it (covered) on the table,

passing the others to his left. Then the se-

lected cards are turned and added to the

village (remember:the first building, Home,

was given at the start-up) following some

rules:

(a) Each village is composed of two rows

of cards;

(b)The first row may contain only build-

ings, and they are connected bY the

road that is printed on the bottom part

of each card. ln Summer some cards

may also contain a boat, each with a

specific bonus;

(c)The second row is for the other cards

that show a river (fields and Ports):

they must be staggered to assure the

"continuity"of the road. ln other words,

you should be able to reach any card of

the two rows using the roads;

(d)- The "keyple" cards must be super-

posed to the different buildings of the

first row (following specific rules that

we will see later).
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Once tlrat all the six "Spring" cards are

played the seven "Summer" cards are dis-

tributed and the game Eoes on with the

same rules, with eight cards in Autumn and

nine in Winter.

Let's look at picture 4 to comment an exam-

ple. The first card on the left of the first row

is the starting building (received at the set-

up) and the other buildings (workshop, sta-

ble, smelter and quarryman) were added in

spring and summer, while the second row

includes three rivers cards (cow port and

pork). The "cow" card, when played, gave

a pickaxe tile and a stone token, while the

pork one offered an anviltile and an irolr to-

ken.Those are one time "bonus"and can be

taken only when you play tlre card.

may still play those cards, but in the adja-

cent villages (with right or left arrows): of
course, you will benefit of that building bo-

nus (and sometimes you really need one of

them), but the "worker" card will remain in

the village of your neighbor. Most of those

cards have more than one arrow so you

may decide which of them to use"

At the end of each season all the worker

cards of your village are collected and

placed aside, under a special card (called

"Shop") where they rest until the game's

end, as we will see. Please note that each

season has a different color for the workers,

and those colors may be important to fulfil

some final objectives.
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îhe game goes on witl'ìout variations until

the end of Autumn; and now arrives the

moment where you must select your favor-

ite "Winter K" card (remember? You got 5 of

tlrem at the set-up) and place it in your vil-
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The most difficult rules to teaclr and learn

are about the use of the "workers" cards

(you see them above the buildings in pic-

ture 4) and here is a short summary of them:

( I ) - The cards with just ONE worker may

be placed over an empty building that

willbe activated with this move, giving

resources or gold;

(2)- The cards with TWO workers may

be placed over empty buildings or

on those that already have one (only)

card;

(3)- The cards with THREE workers may

be placed on any building (empty or

with one or two cards);

(4) - You may use a ONE worker cards in

a building that contain already 1 or 2

cards ONLY if you Lrse a special"keyple"

token (that can be obtained with some

actions)
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To keep things more complicated Breese

and Bleasdale decided to add some little

"arrows"on the workers cards: you may play

those cards in your village only if they have

an arrow that points to you. Otherwise you
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lage, putting the other four into the winter

deck that will be again mixed before distrib-

uting 8 cards to each player: then the final

draft phase may start. lt is important to note

that the "standard" winter cards contain

only workers (blue color) while the "K" ones

are all objectives. Lett look at an example

in picture 5.

The first card on the left of row gives to the

player 5 VP for any group of 5 resources still

owned at the end of the game. lf that card is

improved it will grant 7VP.

The second card says that for each set of dif-

ferent ability tiles a player receives 7 VP

The third card gives 1 VP for eacl.r blue work-

er in tl-re'!hop'i and so on.

To "improve" one building (as in many pre-

vious games from the two designers) you

must use your home card or a stable card:

both types allow you to move resources

along the roads AND to improve one or two

bLrildings.

The ganre ends when the winter draft is

finished: at this point some calculations

should be done:

(l) Calculate the value of the goods in

your storage buildings

(ll) Add the value of your buildings
(most of theVP arrive if you improved
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them, and some have even two im-

provement possible, so they may of-

fer manyVP)

(Ill) Add theVP of tlre"improvement"tiles
(each of them may be "imProved"

and therefore turned on the back,

were it offers 1 VP).

(lV) Look at the "Winter K" and find those

that offer extra VP

(V) Each gold token has a value of 1 VP

The player with tl.re higher total obviously

wins the game.

Let me proceed with some personal consid-

erations: in Spring you should try to take as

many buildings as you can, even if you do

not place other cards; the winter "K" cards

that you got at the set-up are very impor-

tant and you should select one ofthem as a

guicle for the first turns, especially if it will be

able to offer many VP if you collect certain

resources or animals (that are printed on

the cards); yor-r will have plenty of time to

set aside what it is necessary if you played

the right buildings in Spring and Summer;

you also need to place as soon as possible

a second "stable" (to get more transport

points ar.rd the possibility to mal<e more

improvements) as you will surely need to

move resources from one card to another

to produce new resources; remember that

each "production" card is specialized and

therefore needs a certain type of resource,
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and this obliqes you to
purchase also cards that

offer those resources

(combos are very pow-

erful); do not forget that
you may use the build-

ings of your neighbor-

hoods, so when you get

some worker cards look

carefully at their arrows;

KEY FLOW is a good and

quite interactive game,

even if there is nothing

really new and clearly

the Company tried to

use the popularity of his

brother (KEY FLOWER).

lf you do not know the
games of the Keydom

series this game is for
you: and if you will like

it you shall also try some

other titles later. EI
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